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Full Service: 800-356-5844
M-F: 9:00-5:30 CST

FULLCOMPASS.COM
Quick Purchase: 800-476-9886

M-F: 8:30-5:30 CST

CELEMONY MELODYNE 
•Direct note access (DNA Editor 

Edition only) - edit individual 
notes within chords and
polyphonic recordings

•Up to 32bit/192kHz audio support
•Integrates via ReWire or plug-in
•Unique pitch-shifting and 

timestretching capabilities
•Transform audio into MIDI
•Pitch correction
•Unlimited tracks (Studio Edition only)
•Integrated effects
•Compatible with CoreAudio and ASIO2
MELODYNE-STUDIO-BUND...Plug-in (AU, VST, RTAS) 

or stand-alone, multi-track ......... 569.00
MELODYNE-EDITOR .............Plug-in (AU, VST, RTAS) or stand-alone, 

1 track (mono/stereo) w/DNA  ...... 299.00
MELODYNE-ASSISTANT ........plug-in (AU, VST, RTAS) or stand-alone, 

1 track (mono/stereo) .................. 199.00

SUPPORTS:

APPLE LOGIC STUDIO
•Bundle includes Logic Pro 9,

MainStage 2, Soundtrack Pro 3, 
Studio Instruments, Guitar Gear,
Studio Effects/instruments and Sound Library

•Up to 24bit/192kHz multi-track recording
•Extensive MIDI composition w/ full Apple loop support
•Complete music notation and video playback features
•Support for multiple surround formats including 

LCRS, Quad, 5.1, 6.1, and 7.1
•Effortless take management w/ Quick Swipe comping
•Rewire and full REX file import support
•Up to 255 mono/stereo/surround/instrument/aux tracks, 64 buses
•OMF, Open TL, AAC, MP3, M4A, AAF file import/export

SUPPORTS:

APPLE LOGIC EXPRESS
Has many of same features as Logic 
Studio Pro but main differences are:

•12 input channels 
(Pro is unlimited)

•Up to 24bit/96kHz recording 
(Pro has 192kHz)

•No TDM, BWF, AAF, Final Cut 
Pro XML support

•EXSP sample player, and scaled 
back instrument plug-ins

•64 software instrument tracks max
•Still has Freeze audio, and 255 stereo track max capability
•Includes Guitar Gear, Logic Express Instruments and Studio 

Sound Library

SUPPORTS:

LOGIC-STUDIO-9 ................DAW bundle for MacOSX only ........ 599.00
LOGIC-STUDIO9-UG-PRO ...Upgrade from Logic Pro 6-8 ......... 199.00
LOGIC-STUDIO9-UG-EXP ....Upgrade from Express .................. 299.00

LOGIC-EXPRESS-9 ...........DAW software for Mac OSX only ...... 199.00
LOGIC-EXPRESS-9-UG .....Upgrade from Express v 6-8 ............. 99.00

ABLETON LIVE INTRO
•Multi-track recording up to 32bit/192 kHz
•Powerful and creative MIDI sequencing 

of software and hardware instruments
•Advanced warping and real-time 

time-stretching
•Non-destructive editing w/ unlimited undo
•Supports AIFF, WAV, MP3, Ogg Vorbis 

and FLAC files
•500 built-in Instrument Racks and Drum Racks plus 

Simpler (a sampler) & Impulse (a virtual drum machine)
•200 built-in audio and MIDI effects
•New groove engine; apply and extract grooves in real time
•VST and AU support; automatic plug-in delay compensation
•7GB of loops, instruments and beats

SUPPORTS:

LIVE-INTRO ...........Music Production Software (Mac/PC) ........... 99.00          

ABLETON LIVE 8
DAW SOFTWARE
•Complete nondestruc-

tive editing with unlimited undo
•New groove engine: apply in real time
•Powerful and creative MIDI sequencing 

of software and hardware instruments
•Realtime time-stretching and warping of 

AIFF, WAV, Ogg Vorbis, FLAC and MP3 
files, for improvisation & instant remixing

•Built-in audio effects include vocoder, 
multiband dynamics, overdrive, limiter, 
frequency shifter, and more.

•VST and AU effects and instruments support; 
automatic plug-in delay compensation

•Full ReWire & REX file support & native sliced audio file creation
•Video import and export for scoring to picture
•Suite version includes 6 virtual instruments, the Essential 

Instrument Collection 2, Session Drum (22GB of samples), 
Drum Machines, Latin Percussion and more
Collection 2 and Session Drums

AVID PROTOOLS 9
AUDIO PRODUCTION SOFTWARE
•Use your favorite Avid audio interface, 3rd 

party Core Audio/ASIO interface (up to 32 
channels supported), or built-in audio.

•Create bigger mixes with more simultane-
ous audio tracks—up to 96 or 192* voices

•Multitrack Beat Detective, OMF/AAF/
MXF interchange, DigiBase Pro, and full 
Import Session Data dialog as standard

•Automatic Delay Compensation
•EUCON integration for Artist and Pro Series 

consoles/controllers
•Work with video easily using the Time Code Ruler 

and variable stereo pan depths
•Mix in surround with the updated 7.1 surround panner*
•Create complex mixes with 256 internal busses, 160 aux 

tracks, and 512* total audio tracks
•Share your music mixes with anyone with included MP3 Export
    *Feature/spec available with the expansion toolkit

AVID COMPLETE
PRODUCTION TOOLKIT 2
•Create even larger Pro Tools 9 sessions 

and get many of the same features 
of Pro Tools|HD systems

•Exchange sessions with Pro Tools|HD 
users without losing session information

•Create huge mixes with up to 192 simultaneous 
audio tracks on playback-512 total

•Get full VCA mixing capabilities and 
support for up to 64 video tracks

•Mix in 7.1 surround while monitoring in stereo 
with the Neyrinck SoundCode Stereo plug-in

•Speed up your workflow with advanced automation, 
audio, and video editing tools

•Shift time and pitch with natural-sounding results 
using the X-Form plug-in

•Requires Pro Tools 9 and iLok authorization

CAKEWALK SONAR X1 ESSENTIAL
•64 Audio Tracks
•Unlimited MIDI Tracks
•Streamlined User Interface
•Windows 7 ready
•Matrix View- Non-linear production 

environment for audio and MIDI Loops
•Step Sequencer 2.0- Program beats, 

leads and bass lines
•Essential Instruments- Includes

 a suite of 10 “go to” instruments
•Essential Effects- Includes a suite of 

31 professional level audio effects
•IK Multimedia Amplitube X-Gear
•Video Import/Export

SUPPORTS:
SUPPORTS:

SUPPORTS:

SUPPORTS:

LIVE-8 ...............DAW software Mac/PC.................................... 499.00
LIVE-8-SUITE ....DAW software Mac/PC with instruments ............799.00

PROTOOLS-9 .................Audio production software Mac/PC .... 599.00
COMPLETE-TOOLKIT-2...Pro Tools 9 expansion toolkit ........... 1995.00

COMPLETE-TOOLKIT-2...Pro Tools 9 expansion toolkit ........... 1995.00

SONAR-X1-ESSENTIAL ...DAW Software (Windows only) .............. 99.00

CAKEWALK SONAR X1 STUDIO
Everything in Sonar X1 Essential, plus:
•Unlimited Audio and MIDI Tracks
•32-/64-bit and Windows 7 Ready
•AudioSnap 2.0- Fix the timing of 

audio tracks with the click of a mouse
•Roland V-Vocal- Get that 

perfect pitch every time
•Surround Sound
•T and S Series Effects- 13 audio effects 

designed to make any mixing task a breeze
•Rapture LE Synth
•RGC Synth Suite- 4 legendary VSTis 

from the renowned synth developer RGC
•Dimension LE

SUPPORTS:

SONAR-X1-STUDIO ........DAW Software (Windows only) ............ 199.00

MAGIX SAMPLITUDE 11
•Up to 999 audio/MIDI tracks, 

64 plug-ins per track (Pro version)
•Up to 128 audio/MIDI tracks, 

16 plug-ins per track (standard version)
•64 submix busses, 64 aux busses
•5.1 real-time surround mixing
•Elastic audio for pitch correction
•Unlimited VSTi instances (CPU dependent)
•Take comping for multiple takes to create “perfect” take
•Real time Score Editor
•Media authoring, export to Redbook audio CD, 

high-definition stereo and surround audio DVDs
•Pro versions adds Vandal Guitar Amp Simulation, 

Am-suite, and Room Simulation plug-ins

SAMPLITUDE-V11-PRO ..DAW software for WinXP, Pro version.........999.00
SAMPLITUDE-V11 ...........DAW software for WinXP, Standard version ..499.00

SUPPORTS:

IMAGE LINE FRUITYLOOPS 
STUDIO PRODUCER
•Audio recording, composing, 

sequencing and mixing
•Over 30 software synthesizers
•Includes FL SynthMaker for creating 

& sharing your own FL instruments
•VSTi, DXi, Buzz, and Rewire open 

plug-in standards
•Host an unlimited number of audio recordings, with time-

stretching, pitch-shifting, beat-slicing, cropping, and editing
•Spectral analysis, convolution reverb, noise reduction, 

loop-recording, loop-construction tools and more
•Supports WAV, MP3, OGG, WavPack, AIFF, & REX audio formats
•Features pattern/track sequencing, step sequencer,  piano roll
•Includes more than 40 effects
FL-STUDIO-PRODUCER..   Music production software for Windows ... 199.00

SUPPORTS:

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

CAKEWALK SONAR X1 PRODUCER
Everything in Sonar X1 Essential & Studio,plus:
•Unlimited Audio and MIDI Tracks
•ProChannel
•Session Drummer 3
•Dimension Pro (instead of LE version)
•Mastering Effects
•Channel Strip Effects
•TruePianos Amber
•Native Instruments Guitar Rig 4 LE

SUPPORTS:

SONAR-X1-PRODUCER .... DAW Software (Windows only) ......... 399.00

NEW!
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SEQUEL-2 .............DAW for Vista, WinXP/Mac OSX ..................... 99.99

STEINBERG CUBASE 6
•Software for recording, editing, mixing 

and producing music
•Unlimited audio and MIDI tracks
•8 built-in VST instruments - over 1900 sounds
•60 VST3 plug-ins (+18 VST MIDI plug-ins)
•5.1 Surround & true multi-ch. audio path
•MediaBay: universal media integration
•Sound frame browser: universal sound mgmt
•New take-comping system & pitch correction
•New instruments like VST Amp Rack, LoopMash 2
•Advanced multitrack editing tools
•Beat creation and loop mangling
•Assign, create and edit multiple controller values directly 

on single note-level
•Multitrack drum editing new transient and tempo detection
•Instrument tracks, track templates & presets, signature track

STEINBERG CUBASE ARTIST 6
•64 audio and 128 MIDI Tracks
•6 VSTi instruments with over 1100 sounds
•41 VST plug-ins including Amp simulation, 

Wahwah, rotary speakers, delays, choruses, 
cloner for vocal doubling and more

•New VST Amp Rack plug-in
•HALion Sonic SE and LoopMash 2 instruments
•Drum editing transient and tempo detection 
•Brand-new take-comping system
•More than 2 hours of detailed video tutorials 
•PitchCorrect - automatic intonation control & scale correction
•Groove Agent One and Beat Designer for beat creation
•MediaBay: universal media integration
•Professional scoring layout
•Windows and Mac 64-bit support

CUBASE-ARTIST-6 .... DAW software for Windows 7/MacOSX .... 249.99

SUPPORTS:

STEINBERG SEQUEL 2
MUSIC CREATION AND 
PERFORMANCE SOFTWARE
•Record, edit and mix music 

in any popular style
•More than 5,000 loops from world-

class producers including Hip-Hop, 
R&B, Dance, Electronic, Pop, Metal, 
World, and many more styles

•More than 600 ready-to-play instrument 
sounds including more than 60 drum kits

•Unique live performance mode for 
re-mixing/re-combining songs on the fly

•Audio and instrument parts follow tempo and key in real time
•Track freeze for more CPU power – more tracks, more sequel
•Built-in studio-quality audio effects, including EQ and 

dynamics on every channel

SUPPORTS:

SUPPORTS:

CUBASE-6 .......... DAW software for Windows 7/MacOSX .......... 499.99

PRESONUS STUDIO ONE 
MUSIC CREATION/PRODUCTION
•Unlimited audio tracks, MIDI tracks, 

virtual instruments, buses, and FX channels
•Content browser with convenient sort 

options & preview player
•Integrated mastering solution with auto-

matic mix updating, waveform editing, effects, 
Red Book CD burning, & digital release

•Automatic delay compensation, Advanced automation
•Native Effects™ 32bit effects library with 20 dynamics proces-

sors, reverbs, modulation effects, amp simulators, and more
•Stunning virtual instruments, user-friendly sampler
•Intuitive MIDI-mapping system available
•AU, VST2, VST3, and ReWire support
•ASIO, WDM, Core Audio/MIDI compatible
•Pro version features 64bit audio engine, and adds more 

effects, instruments, and content

STUDIO-ONE-PRO......... 64bit DAW software for PC/Mac .......... 399.95
STUDIO-ONE-ARTIST .... 32bit DAW software for PC/Mac .......... 199.95

SUPPORTS:

SIBELIUS 6 
MUSIC NOTATION 
SOFTWARE

•Entry via computer 
keyboard, MIDI controller or MIDI guitar

•Built-in library of 600+ chord types 
complete with guitar voicings

•Keyboard and fretboard display windows for 
entry or playback visualization

•Live Tempo allows real-time conducting 
during playback and recording

•Built-in software mixer with status save and recall
•Includes convolution reverb, chorus, EQ, distortion & timbre
•Sibelius Sounds Essentials library includes improved 

orchestral, choral and jazz sounds from Garritan, 
Tapspace and the A.I.R. group

•M-Audio General MIDI virtual instrument library
•ReWire for synchronization with DAW
•Classroom control panel for teachers
SIBELIUS-6 ....................... Notation software ........................... 499.00
SIBELIUS-FIRST-6.............Entry-level notation software ......... 129.00    
SIBELIUS-6-UPGRADE.......Upgrade previous version to 6 ....... 169.00          

SUPPORTS:

NOTION MUSIC
NOTATION SOFTWARE

•Write for up to 128 
instruments in a single score

•Includes NTempo - control 
performance in real time

•MIDI import, MusicXML import 
and export, export to WAV file

•Automatic score layout and alignment
•33 level dynamic resolution from ppppp to 

ffffff with intermediate degrees
•Pro Audio mixer comes complete with buses, 

inserts, sends, and multiple direct channel outs
•Sounds of the London Symphony Orchestra, recorded at 

Abbey Road Studios
•Comes bundled with 2 VST’s from IK Multimedia - Classic 

Studio Reverb (CSR) and Amplitube X-Gear

NOTION-3 ....................  Music notation software ...................... 199.00            

SUPPORTS:

MOTU DIGITAL PERFORMER
•Up to 24bit/192kHz audio recording
•Track comping, direct audio CD burning
•MasterWorks Leveler and ProVerb 

convolution plug-ins
•Amp emulator, speaker modeling, and 

guitar pedal modeling plug-ins
•Inline EQ & multi-band dynamics 

in each mixing channel
•Works with OMF/AAF, SDII, ACID, REX
•RTAS, Rewire & Pro Tools HD/Accel support
•Final Cut Pro integration with XML file support
•Create/print lead sheets w/ lyrics and 

transposable chord symbols

DIGITAL-PERFORMER7.0.... DAW software for MacOSX only .... 499.00
DP-7.0-COMP-UPGRADE .... Competitor crossgrade to DP7...... 395.00

SUPPORTS:

SONY ACID PRO 7
MUSIC PRODUCTION SOFTWARE
•A full-featured professional digital 

audio workstation, ideal for composing, 
recording, mixing, and arranging audio 
and MIDI

•Innovative loop-based music 
creation with time stretching 
and pitch shifting

•New audio and MIDI mixing console
•Record up to 24bit/192kHz audio
•Unlimited tracks, MIDI track freeze
•Supports more options for streaming media and hardware 

devices (iPod) with FLAC, AAC, AC3 and MPEG-2 format support
•Export mixes in surround format
•Includes $500 value in bundled software

ACID-PRO-7.0 ................Music production software ............... 299.95

SUPPORTS:

STEINBERG NUENDO 5
•Leading native audio post-production 

environment
•Toolset for ADR work and new 

native video engine
•Extended project exchange, including

 support of EDL lists
•Superior editing features and smooth 

new scrubbing engine
•Unique Nuendo Surround Panner V5 and 

more new VST3 plug-ins
•Extended automation system with “flexible 

passes” technology
•World-class mixing and routing features with 

automatable mix buses
•Completely reworked MediaBay with networking capabilities
•Network collaboration for multi-seat projects via LAN or WAN
•Mac OSX, Window XP/Vista/7 compatible

SUPPORTS:

NUENDO-5 ........................DAW software Mac/PC ................... 1800.00            

NEW!

NEW!

PROPELLERHEAD RECORD
• Designed for musicians- 

not audio engineers
•Unlimited audio tracks
•World class effects and mixing gear
•Full feature MIDI sequencer, comp editor
•Mixing console’s sound and signal 

processing was faithfully modelled after 
the legendary SSL 9000k analog mixing desk

•Integrates fully with Propellerheads Reason
•Includes guitar and bass amp and 

cab simulation from Line 6 
•All instruments, processors and effect units are 

housed inside Record’s customizable rack
•Includes multi-instrument ID8 - pianos, drums, bass, 

strings and more

RECORD ............................DAW software for WinXP/Vista/Mac OSX ......249.00
RECORD-FOR-REASON .Record for Reason owners .............................169.00   
RECORD-REASON-DUO .DAW software, includes Reason 4 & Record ..399.00  

MAKE MUSIC FINALE® 
NOTATION SOFTWARE
• Unlimited number of staves, & lyrical verses
•Chromatic & diatonic transposition
•World-class, engraver-quality printing
•SmartScore® Lite for scanning 

original engraved music
•MicNotator® - enter notation into 

Finale from MIDI, your mouse, 
scanning, or by playing your instrument

•Export page/section as TIFF or PICT file
•Save file as audio MP3, WAV, or AIFF
•Record or import an audio track
•Includes 375 world-class instrument sounds from 

Garritan, new orchestral instruments, percussion, 
electric drums and guitars, and choirs

•Updated Garritan Aria Player w/ reverb and the 
ability to save Ensembles

•Includes more than 800 ready-made, customizable 
music education worksheets and flashcards.

SUPPORTS:

FINALE-2011 .... Notation software for XP/Vista/7, Mac OSX .... 481.03         

M-AUDIO PRO TOOLS M-POWERED
• Up to 24bit/96kHz audio recording
•Up to 48 mono/stereo 

audio tracks, 256 MIDI tracks
•Advanced MIDI production 

tools and Score Editor
•Right-click contextual menus
•Rewire support for programs like Live/Reason
•Import MIDI, REX, ACID, WAV, SDII, AIFF, AAC, MP3
•Includes 7 powerful virtual instruments and 70 plug-ins
•Session compatibility with all current Pro Tools systems
•Elastic Pitch & Elastic Time real-time manipulation features
•Expandable up to 128 audio tracks via Music Production Toolkits
•Compatible with dozens of M-Audio interfaces

PROTOOLS-MPOWERED-8 .. DAW software Win XP, Vista/Mac OSX .. 249.95
MUSIC-TOOLKIT-2 .............. Pro Tools LE/M-Powered upgrade, 

64 audio tracks ............................ 395.00

SUPPORTS:




